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Abstract—In this era, technology is something that we depend
on every day and had covered a lot of aspect in our life, from
daily life to important factors such as safety and security. This
research will focus on security technology using the security
camera. Security cameras often have day mode and night mode
features to keep the image quality in both bright and dark
conditions. They are also able to switch between the two modes
automatically. This research will focused on night to day
switching feature and aims to develop a night to day algorithm
for video cameras using the available image sensor information.
This prototype algorithm will be tested using MATLAB and
build in an application. The application is able to communicate to
the camera and perform the switching. The algorithm itself
works as designed and can be tuned to perform the switching on
different conditions desired by the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To provide safety and security, people often use security
camera technology for surveilance and monitoring purpose.
Security camera is expected to working 24 hours a day and
deliver image with good quality. To deliver image with good
quality, the cameras often have day mode and night mode. In
day mode the cameras enable an infra-red (IR) filter and
generates color images. While in night mode, the camera make
use of infra-red light by disabling the infra-red filter and
generate black and white images. The cameras may also
activate the infra-red LED to increase the amount of infra-red
in the scene. On top of these two modes, the cameras are also
able to switch between day and night modes automatically.

Normally, scene luminance is used to determine whether
the scene is bright enough or not, and is often used for day and
night recognition. This poses no problem in day mode, but in
night mode, the cameras also capture infra-red light to increase
visibility in darkness. As a result, the scene luminance also
increase and indicates the scene as bright as if it was day. A
few security camera often could switch between day and night
modes automatically. This switching process will need
accuracy, good sensor, and right algorithm to decide which
mode will be needed.

Infra-red light also counts into the luminance. If left alone,
when luminance drops to certain point and switch to night
mode, the activated infra-red light will increase the luminance
back and possibly cause the camera to immediately switch
back to day mode (Fig. 1). Therefore luminance alone cannot
solve the issue and another method to classify day and night
image is necessary. This is one of the reasons why day to night
and night to day switching is separated.

Figure 1. Day-night switching

For this purpose security camera company usually used
extra sensor and alogrithm. Such as, Bosch Security Systems
add an extra sensor called Ambient Light Sensor (ALS) which
always filter infra-red light even in night mode. ALS is often
use for a light sensor from the environment such as on [1] and
[2]. However, this solution has its own weakness. ALS and the
image sensor have a different field of view because they are a
separate sensor.

Embedded switching mode software development is very
slow and time consuming. A lot of steps has to be done to
verify and validate the algorithm before truly implemented in
the firmware. First, a tool to evaluate camera’s internal data
have to be created. A logging tool can be provided by the
company to collect data from the camera. A graphic user
interface (GUI) will be developed to visualize the data, thus
making observing and analyzing data easier.
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The final product will be a prototype application which will
have a night to day switch algorithm implemented and is able
to communicate with a camera to receive data and send
commands to the camera using a library provided by the
company. The goal of the research is to develop a night to day
switching algorithm without using ALS and implement it in a
prototype application (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Research Development

II. PROCESS AND RESULT

A. Gathering Data from Camera

Gathering data from the cameras is the first step in offline
development. In order to look at the cameras’ internal data, a
debug page can be accessed via http protocol of the IP-based
cameras. To collect data, a logging tool must be developed to
process the data in the debug pages into log files.

For the next step, a lot of log files need to be collected
under many different scenes and camera settings. Bosch
provides a light-room studio that allows someone to freely
manipulate the light in the room and replicate both bright and
dark scenes. To make process of gathering data easier, the
logging tool is made to be able to integrate with the light-room
studio lamp and control the light output.

The logging tool is developed in C# because of a few
reasons:

 C# is for general purpose programming

 Libraries used to control light-room supports C#

 Project examples for the libraries are also in C#

First, we use a command line interface (CLI) program and
a testing camera connect and create log files from camera’s
internal data (Fig. 3). Then some important data such as R/G
B/G ratio values [3] from the sensor, color temperature, color
gains, integration time, and etc. Because of the image pipeline
design [4], the full resolution of the picture’s data cannot be
obtained, instead, the image is divided into 32 by 32 grid then
summed up (so the result is data with 32x32 pixel).

Figure 3. Screenshot of camera logging tool and sample log files

B. Visualize Logged Data

The data gathered contain a bunch of numbers and some
raw data which are obviously not very easy to read and
understand. Therefore, the data are processed to show it in a
more human-friendly way. MATLAB is chosen to visualize the
data because:

 Optimized for matrix and statistic calculations

 Able to display 2D and 3D plots without external
plugins

 Able to create graphical user interface (GUI)

The main focus of the visualization is the red, green, and
blue (RGB) [5] values. To visualize RGB values in 2D plot,
both red and blue values are divided by green value, which
results B/G as X-axis and R/G as Y-axis. This plot allows the
RGB color distribution to be observable.

C. Data Behavior

After the data have been gathered and visualized, the data
can be observed and analyzed for any pattern or behavior that
can be used in night to day switching. By observing the R/G
B/G plots (as can be seen on Fig. 4, 5, and 6), these pattern are
found:

Figure 4. No light at all, in night mode.
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Figure 5. A bit of light, in night mode.

Figure 6. Enough light, in night mode.

So we could conclude that R/G values will disperse and
B/G values generally decrease as the scene gets brighter.

D. Determine Measurement

Although a behavior pattern is found, it needs to be
processed into numerical value to represent day or night
conditions. As show on Fig. 3, which contains pure infra-red
light, the R/G and B/G values are accumulating around one
point. If a region around that point is not counted toward scene
luminance calculation, it is possible to have a value that can
indicate day or night condition.

Figure 7. Region of Interest (ROI)

This value is called ambient sum, which is calculated by
totaling the amount of green intensity of pixels that has R/G
and B/G values outside the defined region, which is called
Region of Interest (ROI), as seen on Fig 7. Only green values
are counted into the total because of a few reasons:

 In scene luminance calculation, green’s weight
significantly more than other colors:

 R : G : B = 1 : 4.5907 : 0.0601 

 Reduce processing load, which is important later on
when implemented in the camera

E. Switching Condition

After the measurement to determine day or night condition
(ambient sum) is determined, next the switching point also
needs to be determined. Once ambient sum rise past the
switching point (threshold), then the cameras should switch to
day mode. Ambient sum is actually affected by camera
settings, especially:

 Infra-red LED intensity

 Automatic Level Control (ALC)

 Exposure / Shutter time

Because the value of ambient sum changes along with the
camera settings, the threshold must also adapt. Therefore
threshold is formulated as follows:

 Threshold = L norm x IR m x ALC m x Exposure m 

L norm = Base static value

IR m = IR multiplier. Based on current IR LED setting

ALC m = ALC multiplier. Based on current ALC setting
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Exposure m = Exposure multiplier. Based on current
shutter time setting

The multiplier is calculated based on the 3 points which
will be interpolated between each other using linear
interpolation. The multiplier value is dependent to its
respective settings (e.g. ALC multiplier is dependent to current
ALC setting). These 3 points and L norm are tunable, which
means it is set by user to allow the algorithm to adapt and suit
as desired. It is not recommended to use more complicated
interpolation or curve, as it will add more computation load
when implemented into the camera.

F. Prototyping

This is the start of online development. The prototype needs
to have these following functionalities:

 Connect to camera and receive data

 Calculate measurement

 Execute night to day switching

The main application is built on MATLAB, which will
handle the GUI and the calculation. Connecting to camera and
receive the data is done by C# application derived from the
logging tool and integrated to the MATLAB application.
Executing the night to day switching is done by third party
application called Metis. Metis is application developed by
Bosch for internal use, mainly used to read and write the
cameras’ registry.

Additionally, the prototype application has timeout and
sleep functionalities. Timeout is meant to prevent immediate
oscillations of switching back to day mode after switching to
night mode. This is because the cameras need a bit of time to
adjust after switching modes. Sleep functionality is to avoid
wasting resource to process the data while the camera is in day
mode.

G. Testing

With the completion of prototype application, it is now
possible to test and compare it with ALS. The comparison is
done by getting the switching point of the two night to day
switching mechanism and compare the result. The target of the
new algorithm is to get values as close as possible to the values
from ALS.

Because the way of the two algorithm operate is different, it
is expected to have some difference, hence 100% accuracy is
not possible. Thus, the comparison is done using mean squared
error [6] and absolute error method [7]. Both are methods to
measure how close the predicted/resulting values are compared
to the target values.

The resulting switching points shown in the table 1 are
somewhat off the target. This is because the tuning values are
not properly tuned yet. The values used are initial values which
are based on only a few data samples. If desired, the experts in
Bosch can change the tuning values themselves to get a better
result from the prototype application.

TABLE I. TESTING RESULT

No.
Camera Settings Light Level the

Camera Switch at

Exposure ALC IR ALS New Algorithm

1 1/30 0 30 52 65

2 1/30 0 6 51 52

3 1/30 15 30 63 69

4 1/30 15 6 63 54

5 1/30 -15 30 51 67

6 1/30 -15 6 49 64

7 1/500 0 30 79 66

8 1/500 0 6 80 53

9 1/500 15 30 131 82

10 1/500 15 6 131 58

11 1/500 -15 30 61 70

12 1/500 -15 6 60 54

a. Light level are based on the output level of light-room studio lamp
b. Only one type of light is used (white light)
% Mean Squared Error = 15.2% % Absolute Error = 10.8%

Overall, the result is acceptable because there is no
oscillation problem and the computation is not too tasking. It
can be concluded that the developed algorithm is definitely a
viable option for night to day switching mechanism.

III. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

In conclusion, the algorithm developed is capable of
determining when to switch from night mode to day mode. The
result shows that it is possible to do night to day switching
without relying on ALS and only use camera’s internal data.
The algorithm makes use of color distribution and RGB
intensity to measure the ambient light. In addition, the
algorithm can be adapted and flexible. The results can become
even better by having the right tuning values.

There are some interesting things to note for future
research. It is mentioned in previous chapter that the algorithm
classification excludes scenes with both low ambient light and
low IR light, which gives generally black images with lot of
noises. For now, the problem can be avoided by having the
right tuning values, but a more appropriate countermeasure
may need to be researched further.

Other recommendation is to take totally different approach
other than analyzing the color information. The cameras have a
lot of parameters and other measurements that is not used by
the developed algorithm. This opens the possibility for another
algorithms that are completely different. For this purpose, it is
recommended to have some background knowledge about
image processing, camera, and photography.
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Overall, the project is successful and all of the objectives
are achieved. The prototype application met the designed
expectation and is able to fulfill all the required functionalities
without any problem.
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